From:

To
President Barack H. Obama
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500, USA
FAX: 001 / 202-456-2461

Mr. President, Sir
in your significant keynote speech recently in Cairo June 4, 2009 you invoked the
one God who in the Koran required man to
“Speak the truth!”
We ask of you to tell the people on this planet the truth, because frivolous or
misleading treatment of the one God is intolerable.
Background:
25 years ago on April 23, 1984 the US Health Secretary Margaret Heckler
announced the discovery of a virus in connection what is called AIDS by the US
governmental scientist Dr. Gallo.
Based on the scientific literature of the Perth Group in Australia and their article in
Bio/Technology (1993), 11, 696-707, there followed a thorough examination in
Germany of the empirical-scientific literature purporting to confirm the existence of
“HIV”. In no publication was there any direct proof of the existence of a virus “HIV”,
not even in Dr. Gallo's publications in 1984 on which the US government's
announcement was based.
In Germany the question has been raised since 1995 of the published evidence of
HIV. By persistent questioning of the relevant German health authorities citizens of

Germany revealed that the health authorities know that there had never
been any direct proof of the existence of a virus in connection with what
is called AIDS.
Since 2000, the official German AIDS health authority of the federal government, the
Robert Koch Institute (RKI), has been claiming on the internet the demand by the
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Perth Group (Australia) and Stefan Lanka (Germany) to satisfy the “gold standard” in
the case of HIV was scientifically unjustified (“wissenschaftlich nicht gerechtfertigte
Messlatte gelegt”). This means that so-called HIV has never been demonstrated
nor published to exist, least of all back in April 23rd 1984.
The former head of the Robert Koch Institute, Prof. Kurth, who for 20 years until 2007
was the German government’s official chief scientist on AIDS matters committed the
crime of perjury at court in the Amtsgericht Berlin-Tiergarten on March 24, 2009
by alleging that the direct evidence for the existence of HIV was documented in Dr.
Gallo’s publications in 1984.
These publications were the basis for US government’s assertions on April 23,
1984. Prof. Kurth’s (RKI) crime of perjury on March 24, 2009 came about from a false
sense of solidarity with the US government and/or what the US government did in
April 23, 1984.
In the light of your speech in Cairo on June 4, 2009 in which you committed yourself
in the name of the one God to tell the truth, we hereby earnestly entreat you as the
incumbent President of the USA to inform the worldwide public who is willing to live,
clearly and truthfully, if the US government unashamedly lied in April 23, 1984, or
was in April 23, 1984 itself victim of cynical and unscrupulous liars, who persist to this
day, and of whom you as the present incumbent are yourself victim.
The current worldwide US government lie from April 23, 1984 – whether known to the
government in April 23, 1984 that Dr. Gallo had never directly proved the existence of
a virus – has had 25-year racist genocide consequence, directed Africa's
population in particular, and many more victims the world over than the bestial
crimes committed during the German holocaust. The present AIDS genocide crime is
proscribed by Article II (a) of the Convention on Genocide of December 9, 1948 and
is to be prosecuted thereby, and not to be tolerated, and will not be tolerated by the
signatory below.
The world community passed the Genocide Convention on December 9, 1948 to
guarantee “the General Declaration of Human Rights” from December 10, 1948
which was the constructive consequence of the earlier crimes perpetrated by the
then German state (Holocaust) and to be a binding world order to which the USA
itself committed.
You invoked with your requirement to “Speak the truth!” by the one God, who is said
that he submitted mankind the divine offer to return to truth and reconciliation.
Yours faithfully,

Please copy and spread this letter. Download on at least following websites:
http://staatsbuerger-online.de (stufe1), http://antikorruption.ch (usa/obama)
http://partei-leben-mit-zukunft.ch , http://jesus4you.ch , http://blick.ws

